ABSTRACT: Reconstructing early European ideas about the night sky we should consider interpretations of the sky objects known across all Northern Hemisphere. Along with idiosyncratic cases, there are several concepts known from Africa to North America. The most widespread Eurasian – North American interpretation of Ursa Major is Seven men with Alkor as a dog or as a younger or weaker person (lad, girl, young woman). The cosmic hunt myth and the interpretation of Belt of Orion in its context probably also emerged somewhere in Central Eurasia and were brought from there to North America and to Africa.

In Eurasia those areas where main stars of Ursa Major were identified with seven men and where three stars of Orion were identified with three (rare: one) ungulate animals pierced with an arrow largely overlap but in America they are adjacent. Belt of Orion in context of Cosmic hunt is typical for the Southwest while the motif of Seven men is recorded across the Plains and rarely in the Northeast.

The interpretation of the Pleiades as a hen with chickens and of Orion as agricultural tools or harvesters, as a yoke and as a scale could not exist before Neolithic.
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Present day European cosnonyms are borrowed from both Greek (directly or through Latin) and Arabic though some vernacular names like the English Big Dipper, Estonian Suur Vanker („big cart“) or Spanish Siete cabrillos („seven kids“, the Pleiades) are still in use. Traditional folklore, related to
the night sky, included ideas of different origin and time depth. Since the Terminal Pleistocene, we can select several demographic and cultural processes that most probably influenced interpretations of celestial objects. Peopling of the formerly uninhabited territories of Northern and North Eastern Europe by groups of southern and probably also eastern origin; the coming of Near Eastern agriculturists and stock-breeders to the Balkans and then to Central Europe during the Neolithic Period; the Bronze Age technological revolution including the spread of wheeled vehicles; the incorporation of European cultures into the trans-Eurasian communication network („world-system“) since about the Roman period – all contributed to the spread of new ideas that both partly replaced the former ones and were combined with them.

WORLD DISTRIBUTION OF STAR LORE

Reconstruction of the cosmonymies of the distant past is possible thanks to irregular world distribution of ideas concerning particular objects of the night sky. A fact of crucial importance is the poorness of sky lore in sub-Saharan Africa that corresponds to the general scarcity of etiological motifs in African folklore. Missionaries and ethnographers unanimously reported the lack of interest in interpretation of the night sky in sub-Saharan Africa, and paragraphs on folk African astronomy are usually laconic (Dennett 1898: 7; Gottschilng 1905: 382; Hollis 1909: 100; Junod 1927: 308; Laman 1962: 65; Lindblom 1920: 335; MacDonald 1891: 128; Spieth 1906: 557–558; Talbot 1932: 344; Tessmann 1923: 152; 1934: 218–219; Werner 1912: 195). The most probable explanation is that cultural evolving, in the tropical African homeland of modern man, with its relatively monotonous natural habitat, was slow while the settling of unfamiliar landscapes and climates promoted all kinds of modifications in culture of people engaged in distant migrations. Alteration of arid and pluvial periods in Africa resulted in displacement of borders between desert, savannah and rain forest but hardly in the creation of new ecosystems to the south of Sahel. On the eve of the out-of-Africa migration human star lore was probably simple or did not exist at all and ideas about constellations only emerged later in the context of cultural traditions developed on other continents, while in Africa star lore only minimally developed. In the 19–20th century the Pleiades in sub-Saharan Africa were the only stellar object that systematically attracted people’s attention and it also seems that the Pleiades were understood as something apart from other constellations and in a way similar to the Sun and the Moon. A myth of Luba of Congo illustrates
this view and according to interpretation the Sun, the Moon and the Pleiades successfully sustained a test suggested by God while the man failed to do it. Because of this the Sun rises every day, the Moon every month, the Pleiades every year and the man dies forever (Abrahamsson 1951: 50).

Difference in the star lore, between sub-Saharan African and other traditions, concerns not so much the number of objects selected, which in some Eurasian and American traditions was not great, but the degree of development of the explanatory narratives. Besides the Pleiades, in sub-Saharan Africa the Milky Way, Belt of Orion, Venus, sometimes Sirius and Jupiter were also known (Nilsson 1920: 118–121). But even for those objects, the existence of which was recognized, no mythological interpretation was usually available. The Pleiades with their heliacal rise and fall were mostly interpreted as a marker for the beginning of the New Year and agricultural season (Hirschberg 1929) and position of the Milky Way also was placed in connection to alternation of the dry or wet seasons (Lagercrantz 1952). The practically complete lack of interpretations for Ursa Major in sub-Saharan Africa was not simply due to its poorer visibility in the low latitudes in comparison with more northern regions. Both the Bantu-speaking people of Congo and Tanzania and Mande-speaking people of Guinea are familiar with Ursa Major (Carreira 1947: 233; Mahieu 1973: 3, 6, 9; Werner 1912: 195) but do not feel much interest in it because circum-Polar constellations are not convenient for counting calendar time. Outside of sub-Saharan Africa, at the same latitude in Oceania and America, Ursa Major was well known (Eyzaguirre 1956: 92; Lehner 1931: 115; Magaña 1988: 11–12; Williamson 1933: 130) though for the Melanesians, Polynesians and Brazilian or Guiana Indians the Pleiades and Orion were more important.

Australian, Polynesian and Micronesian, on one side, and Northern and Central Eurasian and North American traditions, on the other, demonstrate elaborate and detailed knowledge of the star objects. Australian, Oceanic as well as South American views of the night sky are different from each other and from Eurasian and North American patterns and this is understandable considering the different views of the night sky in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. Many Eurasian and North American patterns are, however, identical and this cannot be explained by objective factors alone, because too many minor details coincide (Berezkin 2008a). The existence of North American parallels for Eurasian patterns is highly important for dating the time of their spread. Because the last Siberian ancestors of the American Indians left their Asian homeland no later than 12–10,000 B.P. and the Eskimo ancestors ca. 5000 B.P., we receive termi-
nus ante quem for cultural patterns shared by corresponding North American and Eurasian peoples.

**URSA MAJOR AND ORION AS ALTERNATIVES**

Across all of the Northern Hemisphere three groups of stars occupy a privileged position in folk interpretations of the night sky, these being the Pleiades, Orion (mostly three of the stars in its Belt) and the seven stars of Ursa Major, often with the eighth one, Alkor, a small star near Mizar, which itself is in the middle of the handle of the Dipper.

My hypothesis is that star lore focusing on the interpretation of Ursa Major, and on the interpretation of Orion (alone or linked to the Pleiades), are two early systems originating in Eurasia. In North America, these systems did not emerge independently but were brought from Asia and the active interaction between them was a relatively recent innovation that began only when the peopling of America was mostly completed. This conclusion is based on the fact that in North America Orion and Ursa Major are well separated from each other in tales and typical for traditions of different culture areas.

In the night sky Ursa Major is far from Orion and both are relatively seldom well viewed together while Orion and the Pleiades are much nearer to each other. This is a probable reason why the Pleiades and Orion are often mentioned together in stories while there are few narratives in which both Ursa Major and Orion play a part. If these constellations are linked at all, it is either in those cases when something like an inventory of the night sky, as a whole, was produced or when a named star broke away from a particular constellation to which it was originally designated to and was applied to another one. A case of such a shift of names between stellar objects is, perhaps, in Afanasi Nikitin’s description of spring constellations made during his travel to India (1468–1474). „Volosyni da Kola v zoriu voshli, a Los golovoyu stoit na vostok“ („the Pleiades and Orion have entered the sunrise and Elk stands with its head to the east“). „Elk“ is a correct northern Russian name for Ursa Major but „Kola“ („a cart“) is southern Russian name for Ursa Major that here was applied to Orion (Sviatski 1961: 117–118). According to the recently recorded Lamut story three hunters who pursue the mountain goat are identified with the Pleiades (Burykin 2001: 113, no. 22) though they „should be“ identified with the three stars of the Big Dipper’s handle.

Regarding Ursa Major and the Pleiades, these constellations are never mentioned together in North America though they can occupy a similar
position in the structure of particular tales (several persons turn either into Ursa Major or into the Pleiades). In Eurasian cosmonymy Ursa Major and the Pleiades are rather often associated in folktales. However, here one and the same story is almost always repeated: seven men identified with the stars of Ursa Major have got a girl that originally belonged to the Pleiades (Ancient Greek, Bulgarians, Kumyk, Nogai, Kazakh, Kirghiz, Altai, Tuvinians, Khakas, different Mongolian groups) (Abishev 1949: 12–14; Allen 1899: 446; Benningsen 1912: 55–57; Brudny & Eshmambetov 1989: 373–374; Butanayev 1975: 234–235; Diakonova 1976: 286; Gamzatov & Dalgat 1991: 305; Holmberg 1927: 428; Mladenova 2005: 80; Nikonov 1980: 296; Potanin 1883: 200, 784, no. 35k; Sadalova 2002: 215–223, no. 22). These tales most probably developed from a unique prototype localized somewhere in the Southern Siberian – Central Asian region. In Hindu mythology the seven Pleiades are wives of seven wise men, identified with the stars of Ursa Major (Allen 1899: 404; Shrestha 1996: 12–13). This case can be also indirectly related to Central Asian – Southern Siberian tales and elaborated in the context of late literary tradition. Central Asian links for Hindu mythology are especially probable because the Hindu interpretation, not only of Ursa Major and the Pleiades but also of the Belt of Orion, (antelope or deer pierced with an arrow identified with Betelgeuse) coincides with the Turkic-Mongolian pattern (Temkin & Erman 1982: 18, 238, no. 3; Vassilkov & Neveleva 1987: 701).

Both in Eurasia and in North America the Cosmic Hunt motif is related to Ursa Major in northern forested areas, to the Pleiades and other objects (Cassiopeia and Gemini) in Northern Europe, Northernmost and Northeast Asia and American Arctic, and to Orion in more southern areas (American Southwest and Southern Siberia – Central Asia). The Turkic-Mongolian and the American South-Western versions of Cosmic Hunt, according to which three stars of Orion’s Belt are three deer or antelopes and Betelgeuse or Orion’s head is a hunter’s arrow, are very similar and certainly historically related. Across the North American Plains and the Northeast Ursa Major is just as popular as in Northern Eurasia but to the west of the Rockies it plays a lesser role in mythology. In the American subarctic from Alaska to Labrador Ursa Major, though well known, is not related to the Cosmic Hunt and is not interpreted as seven persons. The Sami version in Northern Europe is the only one that unites all bright stellar objects like Ursa Major, the Pleiades, Orion and occasionally some other stars and planets in context of the Cosmic Hunt tale (Billson 1918: 180; Charnoluski 1962: 80–81; Eelsalu 1993: 611–612; Kharuzin 1890: 148–149; Lundmark 1982: 93–100).
In Turkic-Mongolian traditions Ursa Major is never associated with the Cosmic Hunt because here, as it was told already, the seven stars have another interpretation, they are strong men or robbers. In North America seven men are typical for the Plains where the Cosmic Hunt is mostly absent and its rare cases (Gros Ventre and Wichita) are related to the Belt of Orion and consequently to the South-Western tradition. In some Turkic-Mongolian stories every man who turns into a particular star of Ursa Major possesses some special skill (one is a runner another is a shooter, and the like). The motif of ‘Extraordinary’ companions (Thompson’s F601) is combined with Seven men as Ursa Major among the Altai, Tuvinians, Buryat (Alar) and Mongols (Benningsen 1912: 55–57; Nassen-Bayer & Stuart 1992: 329; Ochirova 1991: 193; Potanin 1893: 140–143, 200–203, no. 4, 36; Sadalova 2002: 215–223, no. 22; Skorodumova 2003: 5–13, 18–22, 58–64;) but also among the Wichita of the southern Plains (G. Dorsey 1904: 69–74, no. 9). Among the Blackfoot, Gros Ventre, Crow, Cheyenne and Sarsi seven brothers are transformed into Ursa Major like their numerous Asian counterparts though not differentiated according to their skills (Kroeber 1907: 105–108, no. 27; Lowie 1918: 205–210; Michelson 1911: 244–246, no. 2; Simms 1904: 181–182). In some Asian (Tuvinian and Mongolian) and American (Blackfoot, Gros Ventre, Cheyenne) tales seven men turn into the Pleiades (Curtis 1976: 143–144; Kroeber 1907: 105–108, no. 27; Potanin 1893: 322; Samdan 1994: 293–301, no. 7; Wissler & Duvall 1908: 68–70, no. 7) while the Kiowa tale does not specify whether seven brothers turn into Ursa Major or into the Pleiades (Parsons 1929: 9–11, no. 3). It is difficult to say if this shift, from Ursa Major to the Pleiades, emerged only once in Eurasia and was reproduced in America or the American cases are independent.

**URSA MAJOR AS AN ANIMAL AND AS THREE HUNTERS AND ANIMAL**

In Eurasia, to the north of the Altai-Sayan region across the Circum-Yenisei area, not only among the Khanty, northern and (with lesser details) southern Selkup, Ket and Western Evenki (Alekseenko 1976: 84–85; 2001: 64–65, no. 10; Lukina 1990: 69, no. 9; Osharov 1936: 22; Pezhemski 1936: 273–275, no. 2; Potanin 1983: 778; Prokofieva 1961: 64–65; Tuchkova 2002: 95–96; Vasilyevich 1959: 162–163) but also among the Orochon Evenki of the Far East (Mazin 1984: 9–10) four stars of the Dipper are interpreted as an animal (elk) and three stars of the handle as three hunters of different nations competing to be the first to hit the target game. Cosmic Hunt myths of the Khakas are of the Turkic-Mongolian type and related to the
Belt of Orion but one tale is similar to the Circum-Yenissei pattern, though according to it four stars of the Dipper are not an elk but two dogs and two deer (Radlov 1907: 273–274, no. 181). The different psychological characteristics of the three hunters are highly specific details that evidence in favour of historic links between the Circum-Yenissei and Orochon versions. These links can be further followed to the North American Salishan (in particular Thompson) traditions of the Northern Plateau (Teit 1900: 341–342) and to Iroquois and Algonkian traditions of the Northeast (Fox, Seneca and probably other Five Nations, Micmac, Lenape) as well as to the Cherokee who lived to the South of other Iroquois (Berezkin 2006a). In most of these versions, both American and Siberian, Alkor is either a cooking pot or a dog and three hunters possess different characteristics though in the American Northeast they are not men of different nations but birds of different species. In the Plateau area there are, in addition, several versions which are similar to the Thompson one though do not provide psychological characteristics for separate hunters (Lillooet, Thompson, Shuswap, Snohomish, Puyallup-Nisqualli, Coere-d’Alene, Wasco).

„Three hunters and animal“ version of the Cosmic Hunt, with its unique ideas concerning Alkor, can be interpreted as a very specific conception having emerged in Eastern Siberia and brought to America, possibly relatively late considering its areal distribution in the Plateau area to the north of the region where „Orion’s Belt as three animals pierced with a hunter’s arrow“ was widespread.

„Three hunters and animal“ looks like a combination of two independent ideas: all seven stars of Ursa Major together are an animal (bear or elk) and every one of main stars of Ursa Major is a particular person. However, it is not at all certain that ancestors of those North American Indians, who settled across the middle and southern parts of the continent, were probably familiar with the conception of Ursa Major as a bear, elk, mountain goat, etc. in their Siberian homeland. We had to think so because in North America the interpretation of Ursa Major, as an animal, is present mostly in the northernmost areas of the continent among the Eskimo and some groups of Northern Athabaskans and Algonkians, and only among the Eskimo is it not associated with a fisher, woodchuck and the like but with a big game animal (a reindeer) (Fortescue a.o. 1994: 351; MacDonald 1998: 79–81). Among all these northern groups Ursa Major is never related to the Cosmic Hunt. Another cluster of „bear“ names for Ursa Major exists among the Pueblo Indians (Eastern Keres, Towa and possibly Zuni) (Gibbon 1964: 244; Reagan 1927: 726–727) but the information is mininal and not related to the Cosmic Hunt and the Navajo case, reconstructed by Gibbon, is even more doubtful.
Two possibilities are plausible – the interpretation of Ursa Major as a bear or elk can be late and did not exist at all at the time of the peopling of the New World by the ancestors of the American Indians. In this case, „Three hunters and an animal“ is rather a source for this concept than the result of its merging with the concept of „Seven men“. Other possibility is that interpretation of Ursa Major, as a bear or elk in Pleistocene times, was widespread mostly or only in Western Eurasia, only reaching Northeast Asia shortly before 5000–6000 B.P. so that the ancestors of the Escoaleuts could borrow it and bring to America or that either corresponding traditions of Northeast Asia and American arctic are not historically related at all to the Western Eurasian traditions.

In favour of the great age of the interpretation of Ursa Major as a big ungulate animal, or a bear, is the widespread use of these names across Europe and Western Asia. The bear is typical for more southern areas (Ancient Greek, Hebrews, Phoenicians, Arabs, Ancient Romans, Italians, Spanish, Portuguese, French, Megrelians) (Allen 1899: 421–423; Mladenova 2006: 79; Monroe & Williamson 1987: 15) while the elk is absolutely predominant in northern and central Russia, recorded in Belorussia, among Mordva and Mari of Middle Volga and among some groups of Sami (Erđöi 1968: 117; Pentikäinen 1997: 118; Potanin 1883: 711; Rut 1987: 17; San’ko 2004b: 453; Shkalina 2003: 81; Sviatski 1961: 117–118). For the Romance traditions of Europe it is practically impossible to discriminate folk beliefs that have been passed orally from the data derived from antique sources and returned back to folklore so we are not sure at all that Iberians and Celts shared the concept of Ursa Major, as a bear, with medieval Spanish and French. C. Volpati (1933a: 453) was of opinion that the concept of Ursa Major as a bear was never deeply adopted by the Romance folk traditions. Ancient Greek, Latin and Semitic data on identification of Ursa Major with a bear are, however, certain. North African data, scarce as they are, also support the hypothesis of widespread (and by extension, early) identification of Ursa Major with a big animal though not with a bear. For the Tuareg, Ursa Major and Ursa Minor are two camels, mother and calf, who walk around the pole, i.e. Polaris (Bernus & ag-Sidiyene 1989: 144). Among the Teda (Saharan people of northern Chad) Ursa Major is named ‘Wild Ass’ and its seven stars are interpreted as seven wild asses that walk around a well, i.e. Polaris (Kronenberg 1958: 106). The Lezgin of the Eastern Caucasus seem to be unique in identifying Ursa Major and Ursa Minor with a big and smaller dogs, any explanations of these names being lost (Rizvanov & Rizvanov 1990: 41).

The Northern European zone of the spread of identification of Ursa Major with an elk continues to the east of the Urals. Forest Nenets, Mansi,

After a major gap in Eastern Siberia, Ursa Major, as an elk, appears again in the sky lore of the Kamchadal, Koryak and probably Yukaghir. We lack direct data regarding the latter but such a tale was recorded among Russian-speaking mixed bloods in Markovo and (elsewhere?) in Anadyr region (Bogoras 1939: 29; Diachkov 1992: 232; Potanin 1883: 942; Sviatski 1961: 119). The probable Yukaghir case is the only one in the Asian Northeast in which the sky elk was thought to be pursued by hunters. For the Chukchi, Ursa Major was six hunters and a fox gnawing reindeer antlers, the latter identified with Alkor (Bogoras 1902: 593; 1939: 25). We find similar identification among the Iglulik Eskimo of Canadian Arctic (MacDonald 1998: 81). The fact that Paleoasiatic cosmonymy was more concentrated on interpretation of Orion and the Pleiades than Ursa Major also brings it closer to the Eskimo patterns. The Yukaghir cosmonymy could be related to the Ob-Ugrian and southern Evenki though not enough is known about this.

Paleoasiatic-Eskimo and European-Siberian versions of Ursa Major, as a big animal, share no specific details yet unlike them, interpretations of Ursa Major, as seven men all across Eurasia and North America, do possess such details.

AFRICAN VS. EURASIAN ORIGINS OF THE COSMIC HUNT

Cosmic Hunt and the seven stars of Ursa Major, as a large animal, are linked in the context of one and the same tale only in Siberia. Cosmic Hunt is known across a much wider territory than the concept of Ursa Major as a big animal and it is an argument in favour of its greater age. Independent
emergence of Cosmic hunt on different continents is unlikely because of two reasons, the first one being that African, Eurasian and North American versions share peculiar details. The second and, perhaps, more important fact is the absence of Cosmic Hunt across Australia, Oceania and the Indo-Pacific borderlands of Asia, a fact evidencing against easy spontaneous emergence of such ideas among any people who practiced hunting. In one Maori and two or three Australian tales certain constellations are interpreted as hunters who pursue birds (Bonwick 1870: 189; Reed 1999: 210–211; Waterman 1987: 99, no. 3860.1) but the stories themselves are not about the hunting as their topics are different. Unlike them, the South American stories, (Siona and Secoya, Kaliña, Napo, Kamaíura, Mataco, Chorote, Toba, Mocovi, possibly Tehuelche, more distant parallels among the Locono and possibly Akawayo), have the pursuit of the game as their principal theme and in this respect do not differ from their northern counterparts (Magaña 1983: 32, 35; Mercier 1979: 49–51; Münzel 1973: 187–190; Rivera de Bianchi 1973: 704; Roth 1915: 260, 265–266, no. 205, 211; Vickers 1989: 161–167; Wavrin 1979: 65–66; Wilbert & Simoneau 1982a: 37, no. 1; 1982b: 27–28, 40–41, no. 2, 7; 1985: 254, no. 135; 1988: 17–33, no. 5–12; 1989: 24–30, 33, 37–41, no. 13–17, 19–23). In South America participants of the Cosmic Hunt are associated with Orion, the Pleiades or Southern Cross. Among the Desana (Eastern Tucanoan group in Columbia) Cosmic Hunt is not described but Orion is interpreted as a hunter, gatherer or fisherman who carries game, fruits or fish across the sky (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1982: 169–170). Ursa Major, though known, is never associated with hunting.

The Cosmic Hunt is the only widespread star myth in sub-Saharan Africa and it is there always related to Orion. In typical versions (Chokwe, Congo, Songye, Luba-Kasai, Gogo, Yoruba, Bambara) one star is a game animal, another a dog and the third one a hunter (Nilsson 1920: 119–120; Pâques 1964: 170; Studstill 1984: 127–131; Thomas 1919: 180; Vieira 2009: 559; Weeks 1909: 477). In other cases identification of particular stars can be different but the basic principle of one star as one person or animal remains. Among the Sakata and the Tswana all the three stars are dogs, in the Khoikhoi (Hottentot) version all the three stars are animals (zebras) and the Sword of Orion is the hunter and in the version of the Karanga of Southern Zimbabwe three stars are wild pigs and the Sword is a dog or dogs (Coldén 1971: 162; Koekemoer 2007: 75; Nilsson 1920: 120; Sicard 1966: 42–43). In South Africa, data on star lore are somewhat more abundant than in other areas. Three stars of the Belt are usually identified here with three animals even in absence of the Cosmic Hunt myth itself, e.g. three rhinos among the Venda and three zebras among the Kung Bushmen
Versions, according to which participants of the story are identified, not only with separate stars of Orion but also with entire groups of stars, are registered only in West Africa. In another version of the Bambara myth, Sirius is a dog, Orion is a hunter, the Pleiades and the Hyades are antelopes of two different species (Pâques 1964: 166). The Temne of Sierra Leone say that the hunter is Orion and the Pleiades are chickens which he is going to shoot (Hirschberg 1929: 326–327; Nilsson 1920: 120; Sicard 1966: 42–43). Interpretation of the Pleiades as chickens is certainly late (Berezkin 2009c) as possibly is the very idea to combine, into a coherent picture, star objects distant from each other.

Both Tropical African (hunter, dog, game) and Khoikoi (three animals and a hunter) patterns have counterparts in Asia, where something like the first variant is found in Dagestan among the Rutul according to whom three stars of the Belt are a dog who pursues a wolf, a wolf who pursues a goat, and the goat itself while the Orion’s Belt is the second goat (Bulatova 2003: 222). The Khoikhoi variant finds analogies in Turkic-Mongolian – North American South-Western myth according to which three stars of the Belt of Orion are three deer pierced with an arrow.

If African and Eurasian cases are historically related, arguments in favour of localization of prototypical ideas in Asia seem to be more persuasive though not decisive. The existence of the South-Western North American versions of the Cosmic Hunt based on interpretation of the three stars of the Orion’s Belt and similar to minor details to the Southern Siberian – Central Asian versions evidences in favour of the presence of the latter in Eurasia since at least Terminal Pleistocene. A dog that is persistently included into the African stories was domesticated in Eurasia and certainly was not known in Africa before Early Holocene times. Therefore the African Cosmic hunt tale could be of the same age and source as that version of Muddled message tale that relates the origin of death to the behaviour of a dog, sheep, or goat while in original African versions mentioned were hare, lizard and chameleon (Berezkin 2009a). If African versions are really derived from the Asian ones, this, however, hardly could have happened during the last three or four millennia because the Cosmic Hunt stories are absent both in Ancient Egyptian and Near Eastern mythologies and in recent Near Eastern and North African traditions. For the latter, Ursa Major is the important stellar object while the Belt of Orion is not and is sometimes completely ignored.

The Arabian interpretation of Ursa Major finds precise parallels in North America. From pre-Islamic times up to late 20th century the Arabs of the
Near East identified the Dipper with a funeral bier and the handle with three women who follow the bier and are eager to avenge the death of the killed man (Allen 1899: 432–433; Bailey 1974: 583). In North America, the „bier“ interpretation is registered in the Plains among Arikara, Santee (and possibly other Sioux-Dakota groups), Omaha, Pawnee, Osage, Quapaw with distant parallels in the Southeast among the Caddo and Natchez (Dorsey 1895: 130; Lankford 2007: 152–159). In both Siouan and Arabian versions Alcor is a baby carried by a woman. An interpretation, that is definitely related to the Arabian one, is registered among the Shugnan of Pamir (Lashkarbekov 2008). In this version all the participants are men (four sons of the deceased carry his funeral bier and three others follow it, and Alcor is a sheep to be sacrificed). It is not excluded that other Asian versions of these myths will be found.

URSA MAJOR AS SEVEN MEN


Both in Eurasian and in North American tales about transformation of a group of brothers into Ursa Major the main actors are six or seven men
and one girl. In Eurasia this girl is usually a marriage partner but in American versions she is a sister of the brothers. All versions from the Plains, as well as the Penobskot tale from New England, are similar and probably developed from the same original source. A Californian variant recorded among the Chumash is hardly related to the others as according to it, Ursa Major is seven boys and not adult men (Blackburn 1975: 245–248, no. 57). In similar tales describing conflict of children with their mothers, the children usually turn into the Pleiades, so the shift to Ursa Major looks here like a chance local deviation. The Monache version lacks any details but was probably similar to the Chumash one (Driver 1937: 87, no. 1306).

In Europe besides the Balkans, interpretation of Ursa Major as seven men is relatively well known in the western Mediterranean (continental Italian, Sardinian, Catalan on Mallorca, Maltese) (Amades 1930: 295; Volpati 1933a: 461), rare in more northern areas of Europe (Flanders, Ukraine, Novgorod province in Russian (Gundel 1922: 113; Joanidi 1978: 41; Potanin 1883: 714)) and probably completely absent in the European North. The
particular identification of these men with a group of robbers is known not only in the Balkans but also among the Italians (Volpati 1933a: 461). The Osmanian influence („Seven brothers“, Mladenova 2006: 81) is not here excluded but still this case can be also taken as an evidence of the early westward spread of this motif.

In Asia the easternmost case of interpretation of Ursa Major as seven men is among the Koreans (Choi 1979: 167, no. 390). The interpretation of Ursa Major known to the early inhabitants of the Pacific Asia whose descendants reached America could be „canoe“. This meaning is recorded on Bali, Okinawa, Marshall Islands, Aleut Islands, among the Muskogee (Alabama and Seminole), West India and Guiana Caribs (Bergslind 1994: 218; Erdland 1910: 21; Greenlee 1945: 138–140; Kitao 2002: 25; Magaña & Jara 1982: 115; Monroe & Williamson 1987: 111; Robiou-Lamarche 1986: 484). Episodic presence of „canoe“ also in Europe and the Mediterranean (Mladenova 2006: 85–86; Porsanger 2005: 26–27) makes it difficult to prove the historic links between the Pacific traditions though Okinawa and Marshall Islands versions are almost certainly related. According to both only five major stars of the constellation without and mark the outline of the boat.

The Old and the New World areas of Ursa Major as seven men are separated with vast territories of the Northeast Asia and Northwest North America where this concept is practically absent. The northernmost Siberian case is recorded among the western Evenki of Lower Tunguska. Three brothers had a lot of reindeer, four brothers from the sky stole the reindeer and three brothers came to the sky to get them back. The reindeer turned into multitude of stars, the sky brothers into four stars of the Dipper, three brothers into three stars of its handle (Yermakov 1988: 35–36). Unlike Southern Siberian versions, the Evenki one does not mention Alkor while the stars of the Dipper and handle are split into two sets, four and three, that is characteristic for some versions of Cosmic Hunt (three hunters and four animals) but not for the typical Eurasian and American Seven men tales. The Chukchi variant with six men and a fox (Bogoras 1902: 593; 1939: 25) stands apart from all the other.

The area of the spread of the ‘Seven’ men concept in Eurasia is mostly inside territories that during the last glacial period were not covered with ice and the arctic deserts. Such a geographical spread fits well the terminus ante quem dating of ‘Seven’ men in Southern Siberia – Central Asia based on the existence of precise parallels across the North American Plains.
Because of the wide spread and probably great age of both the Cosmic Hunt motif and of interpretation of Ursa Major as seven men, the very emergence of the concept of constellations selected from the undifferentiated picture of the night sky in the Old World outside of Indo-Pacific regions could be related just to these myths.

URSA MAJOR AS A CART COMBINED WITH THE ‘SEVEN’ MEN CONCEPT

In most of the modern (Spanish, Catalan, Portuguese, French, Irish, German, Danish, Swedish, Icelandic, Estonian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Livonian, Slovenian, Serbian, Bulgarian, Croatian, Macedonian, Rumanian, Hungarian, Albanian, Polish, Czech, Slovakian, Ukranian, southern and central Russian in Kostroma, Nizhnii Novgorod, Riazan, Kursk, Orel, Tula, Voronezh provinces, Belorussian, Gagauz) and ancient (Latin, Greek, Anglo-Saxon, Goths) European traditions, Ursa Major is a carriage, a cart (Allen 1899: 420–428; Andree 1978: 104; Amadeus 1930: 225; Chubinski 1872: 14; Kabakova 1998: 34; Kolchin 1899: 9; Krappe 1938: 145, 264–265; Kuperjanov 2003: 133–135; László 1975: 391; Loorits 1926: 81; 2000: 153; Maticetov 1972: 53–54; Mickiewicz 1955: 434; Mladenova 2006: 72–77; Moshkov 1901: 55; Niebrzegowska 1999: 147–148; Popov 2003: 271; Potanin 1899: 414; Prüller 1961: 294; Rut 1987: 17; Sviatski 1961: 113; Tiurina 1972: 53; Tsenev 2004: 83; Vaiškūnas 1999: 167; 2004: 173; Volpati 1933b: 38; Werner 1912: 195). It was the same in ancient Near Eastern traditions of Sumerians, Babylonians and Hittite (Ivanov 1977: 123–124, 284; Kurtik 2007: 239–249). If the origin of this name was in the Near East or in Europe, its spread definitely could not precede the invention and spread of the wheeled vehicles themselves. Because Ursa Major as a cart is known practically to all Indo-European traditions in Europe and not known to most of other traditions besides those engaged in intensive cultural interaction with the Indo-Europeans (Hungarians, Estonians, Gagauz), we can suggest that it was known also to those Indo-European groups who in III–II millennia B.C. migrated far to the east. In favour of such a suggestion is a unique Mongolian case of Ursa Major as Tergel od („Cart-star“) recorded by Academic Mongolian-Russian dictionary (Kozmin 2008: 17). R. Allen (1899: 435) cites a similar Ancient Chinese name Ti Tche, „the Emperor’s Chariot“ adding that „this was doubtless a latter designation from Jesuit teaching“. However, this interpretation of Ursa Major is found already in Sima Qian’s „Shi Ji“ (109–91 B.C.) (Syma Tsyans 1986: 115–116). Such a meaning both in Mongolia and in China can ultimately go back to some Bronze Age Indo-
Europeans of Central Asia. However, to the south of the steppe zone in Central Asia, Iran and India the Indo-European „cart“ either never was known or at least did not survive. In these regions (Uzbek, Tajik, Persian, Ishkashim, Vakhan, Hindu) the only interpretation of Ursa Major is „seven men“ (Andreev & Polovtsov 1911: 35; Nikonov 1980: 295; R. Rakhimov, personal communication, 20.10.2009; I. Steblin-Kamenski, personal communication 11.08.2006; Vassilkov & Neveleva 1987: 617). The same interpretation is typical for the Caucasus where it is recorded among the Adyg, Kabarda, Abkhaz, Ossetians, Ingush, Chechen, probably Georgians and Armenians (Aliroev 1976: 224–225; Chibirov 2008: 87; Dalgat 1972: 337; Khvartskia 1994: 60; Kokov 1980: 171; Meretukov 1980: 173; Miller 1882: 300; Potanin 1883: 714).

The Seven women are known across more or less the same latitudinal belt of Eurasia as Seven men among the Armenians, possibly Greeks of Rhodes and Cyprus, Nuristani, Volga Tatars, Bashkir, Chuvash, Khakas,
Bedouins of Syria and Arabia and western Miao in China (Barag 1987: 34, no. 6; Davletshin 1979: 48; Ganalanian 1979: 123, no. 326; Graham 1954: 250–252; Henninger 1954: 91–92; Litvinski 2004: 123; Mladenova 2006: 86; Nadrshina 1985: 11, no. 4; Sirotkin & Ivanov 1970: 129; Rassadin 1996: 7–8, no. 1; Vorobiev & Khisamutdinov 1967: 315) as well as in North America among the Winnebago, Yuki and Kiowa (Foster 1944: 233; Gibbon 1964: 237; Smith 1997: 28–30). These cases are rare and look like chance deviations of the main „male“ version, especially in America. For example, in the Winnebago tale seven warriors turn into Ursa Minor, seven virgins into Ursa Major and an evil shaman who pursued them in Polaris. According to more common variants from the Plains, men and a girl who run away from the pursuer turn into Ursa Major. Because in the Winnebago example girls are seven, not one, the Ursa Minor seems to be included in the tale. Half a century ago W. Gibbon (1964) discussed relevant North American Indian myths in detail.

Combination of „cart“ with „men“ produced complex tales in which different persons and animals participate. One version known in the Balkans and Eastern Baltic describes Ursa Major as a cart, a driver, an ox and a wolf or bear who swallowed the second ox and was put in its place by the driver (Kuperjanov 2010). In another version recorded among the Basque and with some variations in the south-west of France and in Sicily no cart is mentioned but the oxen remain (Kabakova 1998: 36–38, no. 23; Krappe 1930: 264; Volpati 1933a: 458–459). When two thieves stole two oxen, the peasant sent first his servant, then a house maiden and then a dog to pursue them and all the participants reached the sky. The four stars of the Dipper are oxen and thieves, the three main stars of the handle are servant, maiden and peasant and Alkor is a dog.

The image of Ursa Major as a cart acquired additional details already in antiquity. In particular, the interpretation of two stars as oxen that pull the cart being so typical for late European versions being known already in the Roman Empire (Hyg. Astr. II.2). However, complex interpretations, related to constellations as well as to lunar spots, are not recorded in early Greek sources and possibly developed since the Hellenic times. Frequency of chance modifications introduced into tales depends on the number of acts of their retelling. Therefore general proliferation of the folklore is an expected phenomenon in complex multi-ethnic societies with high demographic density. The emergence of such societies in Europe only took place in late Antiquity.

In Northern Europe no predominant way of interpretation of Ursa Major besides „cart“ is recorded. „Dipper“ could be widely known but this name is historically unspecific and episodically registered in different traditions
up to Olchi of Lower Amur (Smoliak 1991: 21) and Coastal Salish (Smith 1940: 134). Neither the pursuit of the elk Hiisi in Finnish-Karelian tales nor Finnish Otava (probably: fish-trap) for Ursa Major is related to the Cosmic Hunt while in the Sami eschatological myth Ursa Major is a hunters’ bow but neither game animal nor hunters with an animal as in Siberia and North America. The westernmost Siberian-type interpretation of Ursa Major in context of Cosmic Hunt myth is for the Mari (elk with its young and hunter with his dog) (Potanin 1883: 713). More distant parallel is among the Chuvash (two hunters with three dogs and two horses were frozen to death and turned into Ursa Major) (Ashmarin 1984: 26). W. Gibbon (1972: 239) includes Komi-Zyrian into groups to which chase of the cosmic elk was known but neither myself nor V. Napolskih (pers. comm.) were able to discover a source of this information. A Siberian type Cosmic Hunt myth, perhaps, could be known in the Eastern Baltic area if it was brought there from the east somewhere in Early Holocene together with the Path of Birds for the Milky Way, Girl with water pails seen in the lunar spots and conception of stars as sky openings (Berezkin 2009b). However, regional distribution of these three motifs in Asia and North America demonstrates a weak correlation with distribution of Ursa Major as a game animal or as three hunters and animal in context of the Cosmic Hunt myth. The latter interpretation of Ursa Major in Siberia much better correlates with interpretation of the Milky Way as a snow track which is alternative to the Path of birds.

To sum up, ‘Seven’ men is widely known across the moderate belt of Eurasia and was probably a predominant interpretation of Ursa Major in Central and Southern Europe before the spread of its interpretation as a wheeled vehicle. Its interpretation as a bear could also have existed already in the pre-agricultural epoch. Information on a possible spread in Europe of the Cosmic Hunt myth with Ursa Major interpreted as a pursued animal (all seven stars or four stars of the dipper) is, however, rare and uncertain. According to the Ancient Greek myth, Arkas attempted to kill a bear not knowing that the animal was his transformed mother Kallisto. No hunting in the sky is described, however, Kallisto and Arkas being simply transformed first into a bear and bear cub and then into Ursa Major and Ursa Minor (Paus. VIII 3, 3). This identification of two circum-polar constellations with a big female animal and her young reminds us of the Tuareg and possibly Lezgin interpretation that were mentioned above.
SKY OF THE FARMERS

For Orion and the Pleiades early European meanings seem to be mostly lost and replaced with interpretations related to agriculture or other activities that could hardly develop before Neolithic. Interpretations of the three stars of Orion’s Belt and six or seven stars of the Pleiades as persons (men, girls, members of a family) could be known, of course, from any time but they are not specific enough to be used in historical reconstructions.

Three meanings all related to agriculture and particularly to harvesting are, in Europe, connected with Orion. The first meaning is tools used for harvesting and processing of hay or cereals such as scythe, sickle, flail and rake. This variant was known to the Italians, French, Estonians, Finns, Slovenians, Kashub, Serbs, Croatians, Slovenians (Belova 2004; Bonser 1928: 346; Kuperjanov 2003: 147, 165; Matičetov 1972: 67; Mladenova 2006: 123, 144; Šmitek 2001: 132–133; Sviatski 1961: 123; Volpati 1932: 162, 170, 172–173). Among Slavic people the meaning „kosy“ (scythes) is sometimes difficult to select from the meaning „koscy“ (mowers). „Mowers“ is the sec-

The third „agricultural“ name for Orion in Europe is „plough“. According to many versions, three stars of the Belt are the plough’s handle. Orion as a plough is mostly recorded in more southern areas of Europe among the Italians, Galicians, Germans, Bulgarians, Macedonians, Serbians, modern Greek, Albanians, Romanians and Ukrainians (Fedorovich 2009: 17; Mladenova 2006: 120; Stoïnov 2006: 263; Sviatski 1961: 123; Znoiko 1989: 49, 212). In Ukraine this concept often correlates with the interpretation of
Cassiopeia as a harrow. Among the Russians, the constellation associated with the plough („chipiga“, „chipega“ – name for the plough’s handle) is registered only in the Don basin in the Russian-Ukrainian border zone and the name is applied not to Orion’s Belt but to Ursa Major (Rut 1987: 18). The „plough“ for Ursa Major was also known in England, Scotland and Ireland (Allen 1899: 431; Grimm 1883: 727, 730).

Unlike „mowers“, „rake“ and the like that have compact areas of distribution and are not registered by early sources, „plough“ has distant parallels both in time and in space. Sumerian and Babylonian sources mention the constellation of the Plough though identified not with Orion but with Andromeda and „stars of Northern Triangle“ (Kurtik 2007: 66–70). The Karachai people of Northwest Caucasus interpret Ursa Minor as a plough-share (Jurtubaev 1991: 136). The Baiga who speak the Central Dravidian language and practice shifting cultivation in Madhya Pradesh identify one group of stars with a plough and another (possibly Belt of Orion) with a stick used both for agricultural work and for washing of clothes (Elwin 1939: 335). But the most near analogies to European concept are among the rice cultivators in Thailand, Cambodia, Java and Bali (Andree 1878: 109; Maaß 1921: 47, 51). These facts could be considered as an accidental coincidence but they fit well a more general tendency of sharing mythological motifs by folk traditions of Europe and of Southeast Asia with no parallels in Ancient European sources (Berezkin 2006b; 2008b). Another spectacular parallel of this kind is a concept of the Pleiades as a hen with its chicken, a group of chickens, etc. It is not found either in Greek or in Near Eastern ancient sources but is widespread in Central and Southern Europe, Tropical Africa (mostly Western) and also in Southeast Asia where the domestic chick was initially domesticated (Berezkin 2010). Mechanism of transmission of Southeast Asian mythology to Europe is far from clear but can be understood in context of exchange of ideas across Eurasia after formation of the „world-system“.

Absence of the Plough in Greek and Roman sources is against the hypothesis of inclusion of such a cosmonym into European sky map thanks to contacts with Mesopotamia. However, ancient sources contain no information on the sky lore of Thracian and more northern areas of Europe where „agricultural“ names of constellations were mostly recorded later by ethnographers. Overall spread of agricultural interpretations of Orion in Europe fits moderately well the spread of the Starčevo-Köröš-Criș and its later Neolithic descendents (including LBK) across the Balkans and Central Europe in VI millennium B.C. Penetration of these cosmonyms into Eastern Baltic and present day Russian area could to take place only later, of course.
Constellation names related to harvesting tools and to people who use them are concentrated in central, central-eastern and south-eastern parts of the continent and unknown outside of Europe. The eastern part of the area of their spread is overlapped with the area of interpretation of the Orion’s Belt as a yoke which also includes the Middle Volga region. The "yoke" is recorded among the Bulgarians, Romanians, Ukranians (possibly only Eastern), Belorussians, Russians (Orel, Riazan, Arkhangelsk provinces), Chuvash, Mari, Mordva, Volga Tatars, Bashkir (Aktsoi 1991, no. 37; Davletshin 1979: 48; Mladenova 2006: 132–133, 262; Nikonov 1973: 378; Potanin 1883: 723; Yuhma 1980: 266, 288; Zolotnitski 1874: 23). The case of Bunak of Timor (bamboo pole for carrying water pails) looks like a chance coincidence (Friedberg 1973: 133). To the southeast of "yoke" mostly in Asia three stars of Orion’s Belt are interpreted as a beam of a scale. This variant is found among Arabs of Hadramaut and Bedouins of Jordan, Bulgarians, Greeks, Georgians, Armenians, Azerbaijan, Turks, Udmurt, Kazakh, Kirghiz, Siberian Tatars (Chuloschnikov 1924: 243; Henninger 1954: 112; Kuffin 1916: 128; Mladenova 2006: 139–140; Potanin 1881: 126; 1883: 723; Rodionov, personal communication, 2006). According to R. Allan (1899: 315), this concept was known to the Chinese. All information that Allan possessed on the Chinese sky lore had been probably taken by him from Sima Qian’s "Shi Ji". However, in the "Shi Ji" "Scale" is associated not with the Belt of Orion but with other stars (Syma Tsyan 1986: 117, 266). The very abundance of Chinese star names related to objects and tools makes doubtful any historic relation between ethnographically known Eurasian and Ancient Chinese cases.

The meaning of both concepts, i.e. Yoke and Scale, is fairly similar and their historical interrelation is especially probable considering the adjacent position of the areas of their spread on the map.

The origin of Scale can be related to the spread of the influence of Islam. Among the Kazakh and Kirghiz this meaning is alternative to the meaning "Three deer" which was related to the Cosmic Hunt myth and certainly much older than Scale. Is Yoke only an offshoot of Scale or has it its own deeper history is still unclear.

It is not excluded that before becoming "wavers", "rake", "yoke" or "scale", Orion in Europe was interpreted in context of the Cosmic Hunt myth just as it was in Tropical Africa and in Southern Siberia – Central Asia. The Caucasian data partly fill a gap between Africa and Central Asia. Besides the Rutul version mentioned above the Armenian one also exists. When Haik (legendary ancestor of Armenians) died he and his dogs turned into constellations of Orion and Canes Venatici. A relief on a wall of a 4th century A.D. tomb, representing a warrior with two dogs killing a wild boar,
possibly illustrates this tale (Stepanian 1971: 13). For the Ancient Greeks Orion was also a hunter.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Reconstructing early European ideas about the night sky we should consider interpretations of the sky objects known across all Northern Hemisphere. Along with idiosyncratic cases, there are several concepts known from Africa to North America. The most widespread Eurasian – North American interpretation of Ursa Major is ‘Seven’ men with Alkor as a dog or as a younger or weaker person (youth, girl, young woman). This concept must be known across the moderate zone of Eurasia at least since the Terminal Paleolithic and brought from Southern Siberia to the North American Plains. The Cosmic Hunt myth and the interpretation of Belt of Orion in its context probably also emerged somewhere in Central Eurasia and were brought from there to North America and to Africa. African origin of these concepts is not completely excluded. In this case we must suggest, however, that not only a dog as a participant of the hunt was added later (no dogs in Africa before the Holocene) but also that the spread of the motifs in question was from Africa to continental Eurasia and took place well before the peopling of America. This is rather unlikely because no other reliable African – continental Eurasian parallels of the same age have yet been discovered. The available cases of the motifs shared by Eurasian and African traditions can be more easily interpreted as a result of back migrations to Africa from Asia (Berezkin 2009a; 2009b).

In Eurasia those areas where main stars of Ursa Major were identified with seven men and where three stars of Orion were identified with three (rare: one) ungulate animals pierced with an arrow largely overlap but in America they are adjacent. The Belt of Orion, in context of the Cosmic Hunt, is typical for the Southwest while the motif of ‘Seven’ men is recorded across the Plains and rarely in the Northeast, both motifs being found together only among Wichita and Gros Ventre. This difference in area distribution of these concepts in Asia and in America needs an explanation that I am unable to suggest at the present time.

In the moderate zone of Europe in Mesolithic times Ursa Major was most probably interpreted as seven men but possibly also as an animal, first of all a bear. The mutual relationship of these two concepts is unclear. The circum-Yenisei interpretation of Ursa Major as three hunters and a game animal (an elk) looks like combination of both. If the Cosmic Hunt was known in Mesolithic Europe at all, it was probably related to Orion.
For northwest Europe deep reconstructions are hardly possible because the data on folk cosmonymies here are too scarce. The epic and eschatological picture of Cosmic Hunt among the Sami is unique. Because Orion, Cassiopeia and the Pleiades are incorporated into it, parallels are not with more southern European but with more eastern Arctic traditions such as Nganasan, Northern Yakut, Paleoasiatic, Eskimo and especially with Chukchi and Chukotka Yupik (Bogoras 1939: 25–29; Ushakov 2001: 172).

The interpretation of the Pleiades as a hen with chickens and of Orion as agricultural tools or harvesters, as a yoke and as a scale could not exist before the Neolithic. „Chickens“ were probably brought from Southeast Asia after the continental-wide system of communications was well at work and for Plough such a hypothesis also is not excluded. „Mowers“, „flail“, „rake“ etc. look like local inventions possibly as early as the first European cultures with a productive economy though much later origin is also possible. The Yoke and Scale can be as late as from Islamic influence and the topic needs further investigation.

It should be recognized that the data available now are not sufficient for reconstruction of the star-lore of the distant past with desired reliability, and many suggestions are conjectural. The search for additional cosmonymic materials both published or preserved in the archives is necessary.
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**Kokkuvõte**

**SEITSE VENDA JA KOSMILINE JAHT: EUROOPA TAEVAS ENNEMUISTE**

kontekstis on tõenäoliselt samuti tekinud kusagil Kesk-Euraasias ning sealt levinud Põhja-Ameerikasse ning Aafrikasse. Nende uskumuste päritolu Aafrikast ei ole täielikult välistatud, kuid sellisel juhul tuleks oletada, et mitte ainult koer jahi osalisena ei ole hilisem lisand (Aafrikas polnud koeri enne holotseeni), vaid ka könealune motiiv levis Aafrikast Mandri-Euroopasse ning see juhtus enne Ameerika asustamist. See on küllalt ebatõenäoline, kuna sellest ajastust pole teada ühtki teist usaldusväärset Aafrika ja Mandri-Euraasias paralleeli. Teadaolevad motiivid, mis on levinud nii Euraasia kui Aafrika kultuurides, on hõlpsamini tõlgendatavad Aasiast Aafrikasse tagasiarendamise tulemusena (Berezkin 2009a; 2009b).

Need Euraasia alad, kus Suure Vankri kolm tähe on tuntud kui kolm noolest lastud sõralist (harva üks sõraline), on suuresti kattuvad, Ameerikas aga mitte. Orioni vöö on Kosmilise Jahi kontekstis laialt levinud Ameerika edelosas, kuid seitsme mehe motiiv on tuntud Kesk- ja Suurtasandikut ning vaid üksikuid teateid on Kirde-Ameerikast. Koos esinevad need motiivid vaid Wichita ja Gros Ventre’i piirkonnas. Selline kujutelma piirkondlikku leviku erinevus Aasias ning Ameerikas vajab seletust, mida ma praegu ei suuda pakkuda.


Uskumused Plejaadidest kui kanast tibudega ning Orionist kui põllumajanduse paralleelid saagikoristajatest, koogust või kaalust ei saa pärsineda varasemast perioodist kui neoliitikum. Kana-kujutelm levis arvatavasti Kagu-Aasiast pärist kogu mandrit hõlmava suhtlusvõrgustiku teket ning sama võib põhjendatult oletada adra-kujutelma kohta. Paralleelid niitjate, kootide, rehaga jmt näivad olevat kohalikud väljamõeldised, mis võivad pärsineda esimeste Euroopa põllumajanduskultuuride tekke ajast, kuid sama
hästi olla ka palju hilisemat päritolu. Koogu ja kaalude kujutelmad võivad olla hilisem islami mõju ning see teema vajaks edasist uurimist.

MÄRKSÕNAD: kosmiline müüt, kosmiline jaht, kosmonüümid, Suur Vanker, Orioni vöö, Orion